Uh-oh!
Rwanda: at the truth
Spouse’s outbursts are hard to take

Dear Carolyn: My husband doesn’t handle frustration well. He gets snippy, anxious, and, etc. I told him I think it’s fair that he takes his bad moods out on me. He said I take things too personally and that since he’s not really angry at me, I don’t care. Still, I deal with the slamming doors and he can’t open the window. Is it to ask him to find a way to deal with his issues when...

— Baltimore
Jets Patriots jump ahead goes

JETS, from D-1

the Jets are a Super Bowl-caliber team, and has irritated fans and
say right now,” Tomlinson

“What an unbelievable w
‘Sherlock’ v. ‘Downton’

Benedict Cumberbatch might want to knock off knocking “Downton Abbey,” after learning about his ratings for his second season of “Sherlock.”

Sunday’s second-season premiere of “Sherlock” averaged 3.2 million viewers. Although that’s more than double the average PBS prime-time rating, “Sherlock’s” second-season kickoff was no match for the 5.4 million who watched the recent second-season finale of “Downton Abbey.”

In a recent New York Times interview, Benedict Cumberbatch’s producer Rebecca Eaton showed him “Downton’s” Golden Globe award in January, he responded: “Begone, woman. Bring it back when it says ‘Sherlock Holmes’ or Steven Moffat, or myself — someone else who’s more deserving than the second [season] of ‘Downton Abbey.’ ”

demoraesl@washpost.com
Knott, who was not wearing a seat belt, was partially ejected from the vehicle, according to the report.
A defining moment
Influences
Parallels
Curiosity
A progressive web
Standardise production
Experimentation and synthesis
Form follows function
Economy and simplicity
Develop systems
Holistic approaches
Crafting communities
Sigur Rós are a group hailing from Reykjavík, Iceland. They formed in 1994.

**Discography**

**2011**
- **Inni**
  - 15th November 2011
  - XL Recordings
  - 8 tracks — 65:21 minutes

**2009**
- **Hvarf-Heim**
  - 13th April 2009
  - EMI Records
  - 11 tracks — 72:29 minutes

**2008**
- **Inní mér syngur vitleysingur**
  - 8th September 2008
  - EMI Records
  - 2 tracks — 8:05 minutes

**23 fans**

YOU INCLUDED!
PURPOSE

This is our attempt to share the “Why?” behind Rushmore. We want you to know where we’re going to take you before you sign up, so you can decide whether Rushmore is something you want to be a part of. Off we go.

OUR PURPOSE FOR RUSHMORE IS TWO-FOLD

1. Make it easier to be a music fan
2. Make it easier to be an artist

That’s it. That’s what we’re all about. Simple right?
Welcome Tuesday Bassen.

Welcome Wesley :)

started by Rushmore on Nov 28, 2012
Adapt and respond
Courage
Excerpt from “On Utopianism”, spoken by Walter Gropius.
Thanks

Simon Collison

@colly